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Xcelerator Machine Translation 
Solutions, is pleased to announce 
that its cloud-based statistical 
machine translation platform, 

KantanMT, has reached its BETA 3 release date and now has over 40 clients using 
the platform.  
While Beta III is not ready for prime-time usage, it does contain a significant number 
of key features that enable mid-sized Localisation Service Providers embrace 
Machine Translation and start using it in a production environment. KantanMT Beta 
III contains the following core features:- 
 

• Quickly build MT Engines:  To create a KantanMT engine, simply upload 
you TMX translation memories and click on Build! KantanMT will validate and 
cleanse these TMX files and use them as training and tuning data for your 
KantanMT engine 

• Speedily Translate Files:  To translate your client files, simply upload them to 
the site and click on Translate! Your KantanMT engine will automatically 
translate these files and send you the results.  

• Greater File Support:  BETA III now supports XLIFF, TTX, DITA, DOCX and 
XML file formats, making it easier than ever to translate your client files.  

• GENTRY File Parser Technology:  All KantanMT parsers are now 
implemented using Gentry, our new script based parser engine that makes 
developing new parsers for client files quick and easy. 

• Data Analytics:  BETA II now analyses your KantanMT engine based on 
BLEU and F-Measure data scoring algorithms. This helps clients track the 
quality and fluency of the KantanMT engines they are developing. 

 
“This is a major milestone for the company”, said CEO and Founder, Tony O’Dowd. 
“We’ve developed KantanMT to be truly scalable, robust, and extremely easy to use. 
It’s now up to clients to tell us if we’ve succeeded and made Machine Translation 
accessible to small-medium sized companies and produce 
 significant savings in time and cost.” 
 
What is KantanMT™? 
KantanMT is a cloud-based implementation of Moses statistical Machine Translation 
technology. Leveraging the power and flexibility of the cloud, KantanMT effortlessly 
scales to generate a high-quality, low-cost Machine Translation solution for small-to-
medium sized Localisation Service Providers.  
 
What is Xcelerator? 
Xcelerator Machine Translations Solution is a new DCU spin out company that is 
focusing on making Machine Translation easy to use, inexpensive to access and 
available to mid-sized Localisation Service Providers that are eager to integrate 
Machine Translation into their clients’ localisation workflows.  
 
 
More information: http://www.kantanmt.com/index.php 
 


